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Transonic inviscid flows past thin airfoils :
A new numerical method and global stability

analysis using MatLab
Rui M. S. Pereira and Jitesh S. B. Gajjar

Abstract—In this paper we discuss a novel accurate method for
computing transonic flow over lifting and non-lifting aerofoils as
governed by the steady Kárman-Guderlay equation. The method
is based on using finite-differences in the streamwise direction
combined with spectral collocation in the other direction. This
is combined with Newton iteration and a direct method for the
resulting linear system. The method is fast and very robust and
we are able to compute steady flows with strong shocks. Some
examples considering both the symmetric and the non symmetric
cases are shown and grid size study is also presented. The work
has been extended to discuss the stability of the computed flows
using methods based on a global stability analysis. This leads to a
generalized eigenvalue problem and some results are presented.
One advantage of the current approach is that for small grid
sizes it is possible do the analysis using MATLAB.

Index Terms—Transonic flows, Kárman Guderley, Chebyshev
collocation points, stability, generalised eigenvalue problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of transonic flows is motivated in part by the
observation that many modern airplane carriers operate most
efficiently when cruising at speeds which fall in the transonic
range, that is close to the speed of sound. Mathematically the
study of transonic flows is fascinating because the governing
equations are nonlinear and of mixed type. A review of the
history and mathematical development of the subject can be
found in the book by [1] and the development of computa-
tional methods for the solution of transonic flow problems is
surveyed in [2], [3] and [4].

Aerodynamic flutter is a phenomenon whereby small per-
turbations in the flow can magnify and cause vibrations of the
aircraft wing and airframe. In many instances these can persist
as self-excited oscillations and can be destructive. It has been
known for some time that flutter is more pronounced when
aircraft are operating in the transonic regime. The study of
aerodynamic flutter is a complex subject in its own right and
for transonic aerodynamics the coupled fluid flow and structure
interaction poses significant difficulties for the computational
scientist, see for example the review by [5]. For this reason the
bulk of the work to date in this area has involved the study of
the decoupled problem, or with simplified fluid dynamics. In
[6] for instance, a thin plate model is used for the aeroelasticity
and the transonic small disturbance equation is used for the
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aerodynamics. By taking deviations about a zero basic state, a
complicated nonlinear integro-differential evolution equation
is derived for the disturbances. The mathematical aspects
of the flutter phenomenon and the intrinsic complexities are
explained clearly in the review article by [7].

The main aims of the current work are to develop tools
for studying the development of instabilities in unsteady
transonic flows. Arguably, instabilities in transonic flows are
intimately connected with flutter and an understanding of the
main instability mechanisms can aid in our understanding
and developing models for predicting flutter. In recent work
at the University of Manchester methods to compute global
instability modes in a number of highly non-parallel flows
have been developed. With the global instability approach
disturbances to an underlying base flow are assumed to be
proportional to eλt, and the governing linearized equations
lead to a partial differential eigenvalue problem for determin-
ing the eigenvalues λ and eigenfunctions which depend on
the spatial variables. The approach is quite distinct from the
usual normal mode approach combined with a parallel flow
approximation. The flows that we are interested in studying
are highly non-parallel and such crude approximations are not
applicable. These techniques have been used successfully to
study instabilities in a number of different flow configurations
such as the two-dimensional flow in a lid-driven cavity [8],
subsonic flow past corners [9].

The purpose of this paper is to to show how these ideas can
be extended to first compute steady flows past lifting and non-
lifting aerofoils as governed by the Kárman-Guderlay equation
and then examine their instability using the global stability
approach.

The numerical method we have used is a novel technique
in which we combine finite differences in one direction
with spectral collocation in the other direction. For transonic
flows the different types of computational stars are handled
according to the type of point we have (subsonic, supersonic,
sonic or shock point). This is described in detail in the papers
by [10] and later by [11], and in in the book [1]. The method
is particularly efficient for the steady case and allows one to
study the generalized eigenvalue problem which arises from
the global stability analysis.

Below in sections 2 and 3 we discuss the governing equa-
tions and numerical techniques used. In sections 4 and 5 we
present results for symmetric aerofoils (non lifting case) and
non-symmetric aerofoils (lifting case). Some results of the
stability analysis are given in section 6 and some suggestions
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on future work are also given.

II. THE FLOW IN THE INVISCID PART OF THE DOMAIN

The governing equation may be obtained using asymptotic
methods as described in [1].

The starting point is the full potential equation:

(a2 − U2)Φxx − 2UV Φxy + (a2 − V 2)Φyy = 0, (1)

1
2

(Φ2
x + Φ2

y) +
a2

γ − 1
=
U∞
2

+
a2
∞

γ − 1
, (2)

where Φ represents the velocity potential, a is the local speed
of sound, U∞ is the velocity in the far field, a∞ is the speed of
sound in the far field, and M∞ = U∞/a∞ is the free-stream
Mach number. The velocity components (U, V ) are defined as
follows,

U = Φx, V = Φy.

The density ρ and pressure p can be determined via the
relationships,

ργ−1 = M2
∞a

2; p =
ργ

γM2
∞
,

where γ is the ratio of specific heats.
In order to define the boundary conditions we assume that

the flow is uniform in the far field and that the flow is
tangent to the airfoil on its surface. To construct this theory
we also assume that we have a thin aerofoil with width
(δ → 0) and that the air flow speed is close to sonic so
M2
∞ = 1 − kµ(δ), µ(δ) → 0 where k is the transonic

similarity parameter and µ is a function of the airfoil width
(δ). The oncoming flow is assumed to be aligned with the
x-direction.

Let the airfoil be defined by,

y = δF (x),

then we can write the impermeability condition as,

Φy(x, δF (x)) = δF ′(x)U(x, δF (x)).

If we use non dimensional variables,

U = uU∞, V = vU∞,

then the full potential equation (1) becomes,

(
a2

U2
∞
− u2)Φxx − 2uvΦxy + (

a2

U2
∞
− v2)Φyy = 0.

The expansion for Φ is described in [Cole and Cook, 1986]
[1] and is given by,

Φ(x, y,M∞, δ) = U∞(x+ ε(δ)φ(x, y, k) + ...).

It is well known that as M∞ → 1, the perturbations extend in
the y direction significantly. Because of this, we will use the
stretched coordinate,

Y = β(δ)y(δ).

If we also write the second equation (2) in a non dimen-
sional form, use Taylor expansions for the components of these
rewritten equations, and finally consider only the leading order
terms, we obtain via the principle of the least degeneration,

β = δ
1
3 , µ = ε = δ

2
3 . (3)

Taking (3) into account the governing equations and bound-
ary conditions reduce to

φxx(k − φx(γ + 1)) + φY Y = 0, (4)

φx = φY = 0, x2 + Y 2 →∞, (5)

φY (Y = 0) = F ′(x), (6)

where (4) is the so called Kárman-Guderley equation. We can
calculate the pressure field using,

p

p∞
= 1− δ 2

3φx + ....

Next we write (4) in conservative form as follows,

∂

∂x
(kφx −

γ + 1
2

φ2
x) + φY Y = 0, (7)

and, if we denote,

ψ = kx− (γ + 1)φ (8)

then, we may rewrite (7) as,

(
ψ2
x

2
)x + ψY Y = 0. (9)

The boundary conditions become,

ψ(x2 + Y 2 →∞) = 0, ψY (Y = 0) = −(γ + 1)F ′(x).
(10)

In the next section we discuss the numerical method used
to solve the problem described above.

III. THE NUMERICAL METHOD

In order to solve the problem (9)-(10), we used finite
differences for the derivatives in the x direction and a Cheby-
shev collocation method to describe the derivatives in the Y
direction. As described in [1] each point of the domain may be
either subsonic, sonic, supersonic or a shock point. The way
to deal with each point is different as we will see later. Let,

P = (
ψ2
x

2
),

then equation (9) becomes,

Px + ψY Y = 0. (11)

Let (ψx)i+1/2,j represent the derivative with respect to x of
ψ at the point (xi+1/2, Yj) (see Fig.1), and let hi = xi−xi−1.
Using central differences for the x derivatives we may write
(11) as,

(ψx)2i+1/2,j − (ψx)2i−1/2,j

hi + hi+1
+ (ψY Y )i,j = 0,
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(i−1/2,j) (i,j) (i+1/2,j) (i+1,j)(i−1,j)

hi

Fig. 1. Definition of the grid in the x direction

or,

1
hi + hi+1

((ψx)i+1/2,j − (ψx)i−1/2,j).

.((ψx)i+1/2,j + (ψx)i−1/2,j) + (ψY Y )i,j = 0.
(12)

As discussed in [1] if we have a subsonic point, the equation
is elliptic and central differences should be used to calculate
both (ψx)i+1/2,j and (ψx)i−1/2,j . That is,

(ψx)i+1/2,j =
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

hi+1

(ψx)i−1/2,j =
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
.

If we write,

Ai,j =
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

hi+1
− ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
(13)

and, writing ψx in central differences as follows,

ψcx =
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

hi+1
+
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi

then we obtain, a new form of (13) as follows,

Ai,j
hi + hi+1

ψcx + (ψY Y )i,j = 0. (14)

If, we say that,

pi,j =
Ai,j

hi + hi+1
ψcx,

then, we may write (14) as,

pi,j + (ψY Y )i,j = 0. (15)

If the point (i, j) is supersonic, then equation (12) becomes
hyperbolic and backwards differences should be used to cal-
culate both (ψx)i+1/2,j and (ψx)i−1/2,j . That is,

(ψx)i+1/2,j =
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi

(ψx)i−1/2,j =
ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1
.

If, we say that,

Ai−1,j =
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
− ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1

and, writing ψx in backwards differences as follows,

ψbx =
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
+
ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1
,

pi−1,j =
Ai−1,j

hi + hi−1
ψbx

then, we may rewrite (12) as follows,

pi−1,j + (ψY Y )i,j = 0. (16)

In order to jump from one finite difference scheme to
another according to the type of point we have, [10] suggests
the use of artificial viscosity µ(i,j). Using the table below,
instead of equations (16) and (15) we would have,

pi,j(1− µi,j) + pi−1,jµi−1,j + ψY Y = 0

TYPE OF POINT ψc
x ψb

x µi−1,j µi,j

ELLIPTIC > 0 > 0 0 0
HYPERBOLIC < 0 < 0 1 1
SONIC < 0 > 0 0 1
SHOCK > 0 < 0 1 0

TABLE I
TABLE 1. ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY TABLE.

Note that a shock point can be seen as an addition of both
elliptic and hyperbolic x difference operators. Another way to
deal with a shock point is, (provided we have a weak shock (in
which case vorticity can be neglected)) is to use the Murman
shock point operator [1]. In our codes we treated a shock point
using the Murman shock point operator.

In the Y direction, the physical domain was first truncated
to y∞ and mapped into the Chebyshev space, as in [Canuto,
1998] [12],

Y ∈ [0, y∞]→ z ∈ [−1, 1]

where,

zj = cos(
jπ

N
), j = 0, 1, ..., N

and,

Yj = y∞(
zj + 1

2
).

In order to calculate first and second derivatives in the Y
direction we use,

(ψY )i,j =
N∑
k=0

D1j,kψi,k

(ψY Y )i,j =
N∑
k=0

D2j,kψi,k

where D1j,k and D2j,k represent the elements of the Cheby-
shev collocation differentiation matrices of first and second
orders, as described in [12].

After applying the above discretizations we obtain a set of
coupled nonlinear algebraic equations. These are linearized
using Newton-Raphson linearization by setting
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ψi,j = ψi,j +Gi,j ,

where ψi,j represents the value of ψi,j in a previous iteration
and Gi,j represents the update for ψi,j . This results in a linear
system of equations for the Gi,j of the form

Ai,jGi−2,j +Bi,jGi−1,j + Ci,jGi,j

+Hi,jGi+1,j + Ei,jGi+2,j = Fi,j
(17)

where, for example in the interior of the flow domain,

Ai,j =
2µi−1,j

hi−1(hi + hi−1)
ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1

Bi,j =
2(1− µi,j)

hi+1(hi + hi+1)
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
+

µi−1,j

(hi + hi−1)
((
−2
hi

)
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
+

µi−1,j

(hi + hi−1)
(
−2
hi−1

)
ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1
)

Ci,j =
(1− µi,j)

(hi + hi+1)
((
−2
hi+1

)
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

hi+1
+

+(
−2
hi

)
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
)+

+
2µi−1,j

hi(hi + hi−1)
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
+D2(i, j)

Hi,j =
1− µi,j

hi+1(hi + hi+1)
(

2
hi+1

)(ψi,j − ψi−1,j);

Ei,j = 0

Fi,j = − (1− µi,j)
(hi + hi+1)

(
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

hi+1
−

−ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
)(
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

hi+1
+
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
)

−βi,j − (ψY Y )i,j

βi,j =
µi−1,j

(hi + hi−1)
(
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
− ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1
).

.(
ψi,j − ψi−1,j

hi
+
ψi−1,j − ψi−2,j

hi−1
).

By writing Gi = (Gi,0, Gi, 1, . . . , Gi,N )T the above equations
can be written as

AiGi−2 + BiGi−1 + CiGi + HiGi+1 + EiGi+2 = Fi

for i = 1, . . . ,M where the Ai,Bi,Ci,Hi,Ei, are (N +1)×
(N+1) matrices, Fi is the (N+1)×1 vector of the right-hand
side of (17) at the station x = xi. Here M is the number of
points in the x-direction. The block pentadiagonal system of
equations was solved directly using the routines desscribed in
[13]. Further details of the numerical method may be found
in [14].

Fig. 2. Pressure coefficient Cp versus x for various values of the transonic
similarity parameter k.

We consider an airfoil described by a parabolic arc y =
δ(1−x2) with x in [−1, 1], where δ is the width of the airfoil.
We have δ = 0.06 and the angle of attack is zero. In fig.
2 we have shown the pressure coefficent for various values
of the Mach number M∞ = 0.78, 0.82, 0.85 corresponding
to values of k the transonic similarity parameter being k =
2.5, 2.1, 1.8 respectively. For large values of k the flow is
subsonic and free of shock. As k decreases a shock forms and
moves closer to the trailing edge with increasing strength with
k decreasing. The results shown in fig. 2 compare well with
those in [10].

When testing the programme, we also considered other
types of airfoil, namely the NACA0012 and all results were
consistent with test cases present in literature such as [10],
[17] and [18].

A. Some comments on grid size study.

Fig. 3. Cp for M∞ = 0.85, α = 0 and for the parabolic circular arc aerofoil
with (M = 60, 80, 100 points).
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Various grid refinement studies have been carried to check
for grid independence of the computed steady solutions.
Generally the the solution is most sensitive to changes in the
number of points in the x direction, but even then it is possible
to obtain reasonable solutions with a relatively small number
of points. In Fig. 3 we have shown the pressure coefficient for
k = 1.8 taking varying number of points over the aerofoil.

A similar study was done for the number of Chebyshev
points to consider in the Y direction and sample results can
be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Cp for M∞ = 0.85, α = 0 and for the parabolic circular arc aerofoil
with (N = 40, 60, 80 points).

IV. THE CASE FOR NON SYMMETRIC AIRFOILS

In the previous sections we presented a model that would
solve the Kárman-Guderley equation for thin symmetric air-
foils. Next we will show how to extend this code for non sym-
metric airfoils, including the Kutta condition. When we have
a symmetric airfoil, we solve the Kárman Guderley equation
just for one domain. When the airfoil is non symmetric, we
have to solve the problem for the flow both above and below
the aerofoil. The Kutta condition is used at the trailing edge to
ensure that the jump obtained in the integration of ψx along
the lower and upper surfaces at the tail is zero. This condition
was introduced into the algorithm by:

Solve K-G equation for Upper domain

While not convergence

Solve K-G equation for Lower domain
(with Kutta Condition).

Solve K-G equation for Upper domain
(with Kutta Condition).

Verify convergence

End while

To start the algorithm results from the symmetric case were
used as an initial guess.

V. RESULTS FOR NON SYMMETRIC CASE

The results we present next are for the test case of a
NACA0012 airfoil at angle of attack=1.25◦, and M∞ = 0.80.
The pressure coefficient is shown in Fig. 5 and agrees with
the literature [1], [15], [16], amongst others.

Fig. 5. Pressure coefficient for angle of attack=1.25◦, M∞ = 0.80 on the
lower and upper surfaces.

In our case the lift coefficient was estimated to be Cl =
0.3546 which compares with the one by Oliveira (cited in
[15]) Cl = 0.3509 and by Camilo Cl = 0.3348 [15]. In Fig.
6 we show results obtained for NACA0012 airfoil at angle of
attack=2.0◦, and M∞ = 0.80.

Fig. 6. Pressure coefficient for angle of attack=2.0◦, M∞ = 0.80 on the
lower and upper surfaces.

VI. CONSIDERATIONS ON STABILITY OF THE FLOW FOR
THE NON STEADY CASE

In order to discuss the stability of the flow one needs an
unsteady version of the Kárman-Guderlay equation. Unsteady
effects can be incorporated in many different ways, see for
example [19], [20], but our starting point is the equation:
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φxx(k − φx(γ + 1)) + φY Y = βφxt (18)

where,

β = 2
M2
∞

δ
2
3
.

Note that (18) has the same left hand side as (4). Also the
non-dimensional time variable t has been scaled to enable un-
steady effects to appear at the same order as the nonlinearity in
the Kárman-Guderlay equation. The unscaled non-dimensional
time variable is δ−2/3t.

Using (8) we obtain,

ψxψxx + ψY Y = βψxt. (19)

If we consider that disturbances to an underlying base flow
say ψb(x, Y ) are proportional to eλt, that is

ψ = ψb(x, Y ) + δeλtψ̃(x, y),

we obtain a partial differential eigenvalue problem for deter-
mining the eigenvalues λ and the eigenfunctions ψ̃(x, y). After
using the same discretization techniques described earlier the
discrete equations can be assembled together in the form

[A]ψ̃ = λ[B]ψ̃ (20)

which is a generalized eigenvalue problem. The flow is consid-
ered to be stable if the eigenvalue λ with the greatest real part
is negative. In our case the coefficient matrix A in (20) is the
same as the Jacobian matrix arising in the Newton linearisation
of the base flow equations and of block pentadiagonal form.
The matrix B is a singular matrix and in view of the ψxt
term in (18), also not a diagonal matrix. The matrices are
highly sparse square matrices of size (N+1)2M and even for
modest sizes of N,M the solution of the eigenvalue problem
can be challenging. The non-diagonal form of B means that it
is not immediately possible (with the formulation as described
above) to use the sparse matrix routines in MATLAB to
calculate the eigenvalues. For small grids we used MATLAB
with the inbuilt ‘eigs’, ‘eig’ and ‘sptarn’ routines, but these
generate hundreds of eigenvalues and many of these are not
physical. For example in Fig. 7 we show the eigenvalue
spectrum for the case when M∞ = 0.8, with 41 points over
the wing and 45 Chebyshev points in the Y direction with zero
angle of attack.

It can seen that there are many eigenvalues with very
large imaginary parts. In the figure the eigenvalues with the
greatest real part is λ = 0.675± 647i, and this value changes
significantly as the grid is refined suggesting that it is non-
physical. The figure also shows many unstable eigenvalues and
it is difficult to be able to discriminate between those which are
physical or not without extensive grid size checks. For instance
in Fig. 8 we show results with M = 46 and N = 46. The
eigenvalues with the greatest real part are completely different
now.

As the grid is refined the eigenvalue computations become
computationally intensive with MATLAB both in terms of Cpu
time as well as memory. For this reason we are currently
investigating a different formulation of the unsteady problem

Fig. 7. Eigenvalue spectrum showing real and imaginary parts of λ for
M∞ = 0.80,M = 41, N = 46 for the NACA0012 aerofoil.

Fig. 8. Eigenvalue spectrum showing real and imaginary parts of λ for
M∞ = 0.80,M = 46, N = 46 for the NACA0012 aerofoil.

in which it is possible to calculate only selected dominant
eigenvalues and do grid refinement studies.

For example in Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 we have shown results
for the unstable eigenvalues for the parabolic circular aerofoil
for two cases k = 2.3 and k = 1.8 with much finer
spatial resolutions. By varying N it is possible to obtain grid
independent results but changes in M still generates quite
different eigenvalues from grid to grid. Whilst it is not possible
to make conclusive comments with regard to the physical
and non-physical eigenvalues, it is clear that as the Mach
number increases, the the flow ‘stabilizes’ with fewer unstable
eigenvalues, and these have smaller growth rates, meaning
that as the Mach number approaches 1 and the flow becomes
supersonic instabilities in the flow tend to disappear. [Note
also that in view of the scaling of the time variable, the actual
growth rates are O(δ2/3λ)].
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Fig. 9. Spectrum for k = 2.3 for circular arc aerofoil, + (M=300, N=70),
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Fig. 10. Spectrum for k = 1.8 for circular arc aerofoil, + (M=200, N=47),
© (M=300, N=70), 5 (M=300,N=90)

VII. CONCLUSIONS

- A new numerical method for calculating solutions to the
Kárman-Guderlay equations for the flow past lifting and non-
lifting aerofoils has been developed and found to work well.

- The method is particularly fast for symmetric aerofoils and
requires just a few Newton iterations for convergence. With
stronger shocks the number of iterations increases but with a
good initial guess the method is still extremely robust.

- For the lifting case, as the Mach number increases or
the angle of attack increases, the decoupling of the solution
into computing the flow above and below the aerofoil works
provided underrelaxation is used. A more direct approach
would however be beneficial.

- The study that has been carried out to investigate the
instability of the base flows computed was developed in
MATLAB. Although MATLAB can be used to compute the
eigenvalues, using the built in eigs, eig and sptarn functions,
this is not particularly efficient either in terms of CPU time
or memory. A different formulation of the problem looks

more promising and will allow for systematic grid refinement
studies.

- We have also developed new codes with the same approach
programmed in Fortran so we can use much finer grids and do
systematic grid refinement studies. Preliminary studies suggest
that with the form of the unsteady equation used here, as the
Mach number approaches 1, the global instability growth rates
reduce significantly.

- It would be interesting to extend the hybrid method used
here to the transonic small disturbance equation. Whereas for
the Kárman-Guderlay equation the boundary conditions are
applied on Y = 0, for the transonic small disturbance equation
the boundary conditions need to be applied on the aerofoil
surface. This makes the extension non-trivial.
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